
This That These Those (Demonstrative Pronouns)

Name: Date: __/__/20__

________'s why I came into your war.1. That

Speaking of picture galleries, we spent a pleasant hour in the gallery of the
Luxembourg-a collection of paintings made up from the works of living artists,
and of ________ who have been less than a year deceased.

2.

those

Martin Harrison bowed again, but ________ time with a precise formality.3. this

It caught up the loose snow and sent it whirling ________ way and
________, almost blinding the travelers.
4. this

that

It hit before I got to it, and right on the concrete again, and ________ time I
saw it go straight up at least fifty feet.
5. this

It was the pretext for returning which she sought; once there she knew she
could grasp power again, and ________ time she intended to retain it.
6.

this

Came the little wrinkle again, but ________ time urged in perplexity.7. this

It was a solemn sight to see the tears gushing from the eyes of ________
who had been the pupils and friends of Neander.
8. those

I could not solve the cryptogram, nor will I be the means of bringing it to the
hands of ________ who might solve it.
9.

those

The reason of ________ is simple: French newspaper proprietors prefer
doing their work themselves-they will have no middle men.
10. this

Well, ________'s all the story.11. that

________'s why I remember, I suppose.12. That

Well, ________'s where you belong.13. that

But one more short quotation from Dr. Lefevre, a gentleman certainly not
among the number of ________ who stand denounced before the
professional world as unworthy of belief.

14.
those
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________'s what it's got to do with me.15. That

Dick had not died unlamented, but even ________ who knew him best
were astonished at the number of his friends.
16. those

The next minute the howl was repeated, and it had hardly died out when it
arose again, but ________ time from our prisoner, who placed his hands to
his lips and sent forth a mournful cry.

17.
this

I reckon ________'s what you want.18. that

Their whole essential characters are the same as ________ of the cattle
at Chillingham.
19. those

In a moment Louisa found herself a unit in an eager, anxious crowd,
asking questions, conjecturing, wondering, horror-struck as soon as a
plausible and graphic explanation came from ________ who were in the
fore-front and were privileged to see.

20.

those
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